My response to Phillips and Smith's, 'Comparative approaches to gentrification' begins by acknowledging that the piece represents an important step toward greater clarity within the discussion of gentrification. From there, I lobby for the expansion of the means of comparison beyond those focused on in the piece. The alternate means of comparison that I propose are what are commonly referred to as cultural narratives and my contention is that by comparing and contrasting the stories that people rely upon to represent, explain, justify, and recount their behavior, either as creators or consumers of gentrifiable space offer another significant means by which to understand the relationship(s) between differing gentrification events. Drawing on preexisting research in the rural American West, I offer brief examples of how this method can be applied to explain and describe and thereby compare the actions and motives of gentrifiers.
Phillips and Smith's, 'Comparative approaches to gentrification: lessons from the rural', a piece which represents an important contribution to the literature and a necessary step toward greater clarity within the discussion of gentrification, provoked two principal responses from me; both of them, I will admit, are fairly mundane on the surface. However, stating them explicitly will allow me to explore some additional aspects of the comparison process that I believe deserve greater attention.
My first response is that, while comparison is a useful tool, acknowledging that few tools are useful in all circumstances is an important caveat for us to keep in mind; this simple point is ably made, as I will note later, by Phillips and Smith. My second reaction is that there are other means of comparison which are often ignored or deemphasized, but which form effective opportunities to adjudge whether or not, or to what extent, a particular circumstance is gentrification. I will expound briefly on these two, each in turn.
Phillips and Smith begin their piece with an effective discussion of the particularist versus universalist debate which is central to any discussion of the validity and practice of comparison models in virtually any field of inquiry and nearly every topic of analysis. I must admit that I feel sympathy to the argument made by Maloutas (2011 ), Ghertner (2015 and others, regarding the particularist perspective (particularly [no pun intended] when concepts like gentrification are applied globally, especially beyond the Global North). My affinity to the particularist perspective is, in part, an artifact of my training in anthropology, which instills the appreciation that, as much as we aspire to extrapolate, as much as we seek to build larger connection and grander theory, we must always do so guardedly and with plenty of acknowledgments of the cultural specificity of a given circumstance.
However, the particularist stance, despite my allegiance to it, does not and should not preclude us from attempts to make wider connections. Nevertheless, we must do so always with an eye to contradictions and shortcoming to such attempts. And we can/must develop better models to connect such 'dots' of information, which is clearly what Phillip and Smith have begun to do here.
Based on this last point, with the rest of the space allotted here, I would like to suggest and sketch an alternate (preexisting but often overlooked) means of comparison, which I believe offers great potential to complement the style of comparison offered by Phillips and Smith. I do not forward this type of comparison in contradiction to what is proposed by the authors nor do I believe it should supplant it. Instead, I imagine the two working well in concert with one another.
To give it a label, this means entails the comparison of what are sometimes referred to as cultural narratives and its intention to highlight the connections across contexts of the stories people tell to one another and themselves to explain and justify their behavior, whether as the creators of gentrifiable space and/or the enactors of gentrification. Phillips and Smith refer to these as 'strands of continuity, i.e. class transformation, displacement and capitals flows into built environments' that connect disparate examples of gentrification. Each of the elements are enacted and displayed (not to mention validated) by associated narratives that provide us that valuable data for comparison across a variety of gentrified and gentrifying places.
One of the 'strands of continuity', in particularthat is, class transformation-offers an instructive example for the point I wish to make with reference to my research in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. The style of comparison that I favor is an example of what Phillips and Smith (borrowing from Robinson, 2015) describe as 'genetic comparisons'-comparisons that produce other comparisons-which I feel deserves further emphasis in some work. However, as the authors note, in a very instructive turn of phrase, the 'genesis of the generic dimensions requires explanation in each instance (rather than being foundationally determinant)'.
Speaking now of other forms of comparison that do not derive strictly or rely completely (which is not the same as saying they do not derive from or rely at all) on demographic or geographic data but spring from on-the-ground face-to-face discussions with the people accomplishing or facilitating gentrification. These forms of 'data', as was previously alluded to, are the stories people tell one another and themselves to explain and justify their actions. When I say story, I am not implying that these narratives are made up by individuals 'out of whole cloth', as it were. Instead they are the stuff of human culture, which is to say human existence. They are the basic building blocks of culture; the stories that circulate among us and mutate under the forces of time and change, remaining remarkably resilient many of them. Stories by which we bring up our young to understand what makes 'us' unique, important, better, or just 'us'. Stories that we continue to re/constitute long after the formative portions of life and which remind us of what we are or should be or could be. These stories are believed by us, integrated into our lives through their enactment by us, and thereby they become real.
These types of data are invaluable but cannot be read off of a 'page' of a person's or group's demographic data nor easily collected in a survey. They must be aggregated through the fascinating and laborious process of speaking with many people, hearing from them how they characterize their lives, their migrations, their reasons of colonizing a new place, their relationships to their prior homes, their new ones, and so on.
After hearing many, many people discuss the same issues (through this style of ethnographic analysis) generally patterns emerge. The specific stories in which I have identified the most patterns and the most compelling comparative potential are linked to class-based subjectivities and therefore portend the potential to be extended beyond just my work in rural American West. As I have explored elsewhere (Hines, 2010a (Hines, , 2010b (Hines, , 2012 , the narratives surrounding the ideals of authenticity and progress have a particularly strong purchase in the imaginations of the US middle-class. In addition, the gentrifiers with whom I have worked in Montana, Wyoming, Arizona, and the upper Midwest are subjects to and of stories that emphasize the position of 'experiences' as benchmarks of personal success and social status, within the hyper-competitive arena of the so-called post-industrial middle-class social distinction; allow me to explain briefly before returning, by way of conclusion, to why I consider this a useful (explicit) means to comparison.
Through my ongoing 15-year research program centered in Park County, Montana, immediately north of Yellowstone National Park, I have had the chance to interview several hundred participants of an extreme wide range of individual circumstances. From this painstaking process has emerged definitive patterns in the stories told by the newcomers about why they pursued gentrification both in terms of what Livingston, Park County, the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, Montana, and the northern Rocky Mountains offered for them and by contrast what their previously sub/urban environs did not. With resounding regularity, these stories expressed some synonymous relationship to the ideals of authenticity and progress, which have deeply rooted connections to the nature of Modern subjectivities and the creation of middle-class status in the contemporary era. More commonly than I could have ever imagined prior to performing this fieldwork, these people marshal the discourse of these two seemingly antithetical but ultimately completely reconcilable cultural ideals.
The life they seek in Montana is more 'real', more 'rooted', more 'basic', more 'essential'-choose your synonym, I have heard them all. If they do not use the term at first blush, invariably, when asked to rearticulate their perspective, what term do they almost all return to? Authenticity. This place is more authentic, for a myriad of slightly differing reasons but authentic nevertheless; and it is what they sought there because they feel it there and it was lacking elsewhere. These stories and their reliance upon these elements link up with literature across a lot of gentrification studies from Smith's (e.g. 1987) groundbreaking work in New York City to Darling's (2005) similarly important work in Montana, highlighting that these are comparable processes despite obvious differences.
In a similar fashion, I found through the finegrained analysis of the words and deeds of dozens upon dozens of gentrifiers that they sought not just authenticity but also forms of progress through their migration to the rural and small-town US. They did not come just to be party to some prior way of life that they found valuable because it linked up with their ideal of something authentic, they also came, as most Modern subjects do, to enact progress through their life's project to improve themselves and circumstances around them as an indication that they are doing things right. This discourse, which was encoded in many ways in many discussions, was also a 'practical discourse', in the sense that you can (sometimes most easily) discern it in the practice of the gentrifiers' lives.
Due to its pervasive use within the narration of the gentrification of the American West, the discourse of authenticity is likely a powerful tool of comparison between gentrification in that region and others in the United States and beyond. Do the gentrifiers in other places-for example, the upper Midwest, New England, or Appalachia-deploy this discourse? Do they do so to the same degree? With the same tone? This brings me onto the challenge embedded in this project.
I might acknowledge at this point, some of the difficulties surrounding this form of inquiry as a means to wider comparison and how they indict the current modus operandi of research in many fields of social science. In one sense, the issue is of one scale; it takes a lot of labor to build databases through qualitative analysis. However, this can be overcome through collaborative work along the lines engaged in by the members of the International Rural Gentrification research project, of which Dr Phillips, Dr Smith, and myself are members. By working together, pooling resources and building consensus through discussions of the issues such teams can expand the potential of this type of analysis and comparison.
